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ADDITIONS		KITCHENS		WHOLE HOUSE		BASEMENTS
View this Home During The Loudoun County Parade of Homes!
See inside for details.

Modern Kitchen Satisfies Passionate Amateur Chef
...and his Friends and Family
A kitchen enlargement and makeover to a 12-year-old
Loudoun County residence explores several interior design
trends, now shaping how owners think about both the
functioning and presentation, of a classic family home.
Pursuing big goals, the comprehensive remodeling entailed
converting the kitchen, dining room and breakfast room into
a nearly 600 square foot gourmet cooking and dining suite
that boasts three tray ceilings, a refined textured interior,
integrated art display spaces and professional caliber cooking
amenities.
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MODERN KITCHEN CONTINUED...

For owner Bryan Ware, however, it’s also the fulfillment of a vision that began when he realized that
the home he had purchased in 2014 didn’t adequately support one of his favorite activities.
“I’m passionate about cooking,” Ware says. “When I took a good look at our kitchen, I saw that the restricted space would be a problem for the kind of cooking I want to do. Also, I didn’t really want a traditional dining room-- so we were researching ideas for possible changes, looking for an inspiration.”
To create the necessary square footage lead designer, Ericka Williams, proposed expanding the existing footprint in two directions. First, she would absorb the dining room into a vastly enlarged kitchen great room. The former dining room window would be converted to a pair of glass-facing French
doors with transoms, providing easy access to a future back deck.
Secondly, the breakfast room at the opposite end would be assigned a new role-- “keeping room”--and
used to facilitate traffic between the adjacent front foyer and the kitchen. Again, a small rear door and
window have been replaced with a symmetrical and architecturally-sympathetic French door.
To accommodate a significant increase in refrigeration appliances, the remodeling team re-designed
THIS HOME WILL BE DISPLAYED DURING THE LOUDOUN COUNTY
PARADE OF HOMES - SEE THE BOTTOM OF PAGE 7 FOR DETAILS.
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MODERN KITCHEN CONTINUED...
the interior wall elevation on the west-facing rear of the house. The window above the sink remains
unchanged, but the new elevation is now augmented by a pair of glass-facing display cabinets on either
side. The built-ins are, in turn, flanked-- respectively-- by a freezer/wine column to the left and a double refrigerator to the right.
The kitchen’s showpiece is the 16’ x 6’ food preparation island and dining counter which is surfaced
with three slabs of cararra marble. Weighing 2,500 pounds, the built-in is supported by a wall truss
system.
With bow cabinets either end and seating for five, the island is center stage (“the command center”) for
Bryan Ware’s gastronomical inventions. At 42” high, the cabinets are both a gathering spot for guests
and convenient storage for such unexpected conveniences as a “charging station” for cellphone and
laptops.
“I like blending the old and the new,” Ware says. “There are darker, almost industrial textures in the
wall elevations, which are offset by delicate soffits and crown molding.”
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MODERN KITCHEN CONTINUED...

The three tray ceilings overhead quietly instill a sense of how the great room is zoned, yet they are also
a reference to a more tradition-bound architecture made contemporary by the inclusion of warm LED
cove lights emitting a distinctive tawny glow.
Textured metallic wallpaper inside each tray-- something you might more typically see in a New York
hotel-- is another playful motif in an interior that consistently presents contrasting colors and textures.
Overall, the new space unfolds “generously” in every direction, Ware notes. “It’s a place where we can
easily entertain fifteen friends or more,” he adds, “and it works beautifully for that purpose. But it’s also
an everyday gathering spot where the kids do homework while meals are being prepared.”
Ware is also pleased with the kitchen’s well-defined work triangles.
“I have a slide-out cutting board right next to the stove, A spice drawer, a knife block, pull-out trash
cans. Everything is where it needs to be-- at my fingertips. I call that good planning.”
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AWARDS & RECOGNITION
Clifton Home Wins Design Award
The innovative kitchen makeover recently won
a “Contractor of the Year” (COTY) merit award
being named one of the Washington area’s “Best
for over $150,000.00” by the National Association
of the Remodeling Industry’s (NARI) metro DC
chapter.
Craig Durosko, Sun Design’s founder, notes, “We
have concentrated on developing a solutionsoriented culture that fluidly converts difficult
technical challenges into memorable interior
design, so this is a verification that our mission is
working.”

Home Tour Raises Fund to Support
Local Resident, Dixie Dawson, born
with Spina Bifida
Bob Gallagher, who is a principal at Sun Design
Remodeling, organized a charity tour of a newly remodeled home in Clifton’s Balmoral section. While
the tour was free, Sun Design raised over $25,000
in donations that gave Dawson her new deck with
wheelchair ramp, as well as brought many electrical
codes up to date and made other interior repairs.

A Family Heritage: Remodeling a Whole House for a
Family Coping With Dementia
Clients Jim and Grace have helped to remodel their
daughter’s home and will be moving in
shortly. Downsizing, relocating and sharing space
with others would be a significant challenge for
anyone, however their situation is made more
complex by the fact that Grace has also been living
with dementia for a number of years...
To read more visit our website at
Blog.SunDesignInc.com
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DESIGN & COMMUNITY AWARDS

Recognized for Superior Talent and Community Service
Neighbors help each other. That’s what communities have always been about. In which case, it
may be no surprise to learn that long term Clifton resident Bob Gallagher rallied his friends and peers
to help Dixie Dawson, 54, whose family has lived in the town for several generations. Gallagher was
recognized at the Capital Coty Awards gala and received the only Community Service Award of the
evening.
Dawson, who was born with Spina Bifida and relies on a wheel chair for mobility, was in need
of funds to repair the badly deteriorated deck and wheelchair ramp on the front of her house. To help
out, Gallagher, principal at Sun Design Remodeling, organized a charity tour of a newly remodeled
home in Clifton’s Balmoral section. While the tour was free, visitors also had a chance to make
donations to a fund that helped Dawson.
Sun Design Remodeling designed and built the deck and wheel chair ramp with over 50
employee volunteers from the company, and a couple clients volunteered as well. Beyond this,
donations were made to bring electrical up to code, repair interior floor and wall damage, perform
roof and chimney repairs to eliminate leaking, add automatic door opener, and provide brand new
outdoor furniture with a large shade umbrella so Dixie can comfortably entertain visitors. Donations
were made through trade partners to Sun Design to include TW Perry, Cedar Electric, M.R.
Contracting, and WiHome. TW Perry was able to get TREX to donate 100% of the building materials.

President, Bob Gallagher, recipient
of the Community Service Award.
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Another award-winning project from our
Senior Design Consultant, Roger Lataille,
pictured with his wife Gail.

Sun Design taking home 5 awards
from the Capital Coty Awards Gala.
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Sun’s Fun
Client Appreciation Day
Thank you to all of our clients who could attend!
We had a fun-filled day learning about Stone
Tower Winery’s artisanal winemaking
approach during a private tour of the cellar and
barrel chai. Followed by a guided tasting of their
winemaker’s (Tim Crowe) favorite Stone Tower
and Wild Boar vintages, the event was a hit! We
look forward to seeing you all again in the
upcoming months!

Employee Appreciation: Extra Mile
Awards
Another big thank you to our one and only Maryam
Sodeifi, who created our in-house recognition game
for all 58 employees. We had nearly 500 entries of
appreciation overall. Jeremy Fleming took the lead in
the category of Individual Growth. Heather Lapsley
banked first place under Financial Wisdom. Cathy
Ryals danced her way down the track taking the
Truth, Fun, & Charity award, and it’s no surprise that
Ms. Sodeifi took home the gold for Client Experience!

loudoun county parade of homes - august 13, 12-4pm
Basement Remodel (Pictured left)
41601 Swiftwater Drive
Leesburg, VA 20176

Modern Kitchen Remodel (Featured Article)
41058 Nestlewood Farm Lane
Paeonian Springs, VA 20129

WHOLE HOUSE Remodel
41077 Nestlewood Road
Leesburg, VA 20176

Our Modern Kitchen remodel and Whole House
remodel are less than 1 mile apart! Visit our events page for
more details at www.SunDesignInc.com
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About Sun Design
Sun Design, an architectural design-build remodeler, has been transforming fine Northern Virginia
and Montgomery County, MD homes for the past 28 years. Sun’s sparkling reputation has been built
on reinventing homes through the creative use of light and space, working closely with our clients,
with minimal impact on busy lives. The ultimate goal is to create spaces that are not only award
winning in their beauty, but that dramatically enhance quality of life today and in the years to come.
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McLean, VA 22101
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